2) Propagation experiments
In order to verify the quality of the playback stimuli, we conducted propagation experiments outside the range of hearing of the elephants. We played back 4 familiar and 6 unfamiliar stimuli (N calls = 10) at distances of 25, 50 and 100 m to control fidelity of sound reproduction. Table  S2 gives the file name (the ID of the stimulus) and it's duration for each trial. As mentioned in the main paper, the stimulus represents either a rumble of a familiar (1), or a rumble of an unfamiliar (X) female. 1X means that a rumble of a familiar female was played in the first trial, followed by a rumble of an unfamiliar female in the second trial (X1 thus means unfamiliar rumble first, familiar rumble second ears lifted) . Usually, following an initial reaction, the elephants first resumed feeding/drinking and lowered the head. Ears lifted was the behavior observed longest. When the ears relaxed (ears touching the shoulder), and remained relaxed for 5 seconds, we stopped measuring the behavior (=end of reaction).
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